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SUMMARY 
A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation was made of two 
NACA 7-series type airfoils of approximate 17.7-percent chord and 
15 .4-percent chord thickness, each equipped with a 30-percent-airfoil-
chord double slotted flap, a slot-lip aileron~ and a trailing-edge Frise 
aileron with two amounts of aerodynamic overhang balance. Airfoil lift 
and drag, Frise aileron hinge moment, and slot-lip aileron hinge moment 
were measured for both airfoils through a large range of deflection of 
flap, Frise aileron, and slot-lip aileron and section angle of attack. 
The data presented indicate that for a wing having a profile of the 
NACA 7-series type, a slot-lip aileron can be combined with a trai ling-
edge Frise aileron on a full-span double slotted flap so as to provide 
satisfactory lateral control characteristics at large flap deflections. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of full-span flaps on large airplanes with high wing loadings 
to obtain the required high values of maximum lift coeff i cient for landing 
and take-off has complicated the problem of obtaining satisfactorJ lateral 
control during both the high-lift and high-speed flight condi t i ons. A 
collection of available test data on lateral-control devices used in oon-
junction wi th full-span flaps is presented in reference 1. A system con-
sisting of plain trailing-edge a i lerons for the flaps-up condition and 
slot-lip a i lerons for the flaps-down condit i on has proven satisfactory. 
Only a l imited amount of data i s available, however, on this type of 
lateral-control system on low-drag-type airfoi ls equipped with double 
slotted flaps. 
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A two-dimensional investigation was made in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel of two NACA 7-series-type 
airfoils of approximate lS.4-percent chord and l7.7-percent chord thick-
ness, each equipped with a double slotted flap, slot-lip aileron, and 
straight-sided trailing-edge Frise aileron. The Frise ailerons were 
tested with overhang balances of 35.1 percent and 40.8 percent of the 
aileron chord. Tests were made at a Reynolds number of 6 x 106 and 
included measurements of airfoil lift, drag, and aileron hinge moments 
through a wide range of deflection of flap and ailerons. 
SYMBOIS 
The symbols used in the presentation of results are defined as 
follows: 
c 2 airfoil section lift coefficient 
Cd airfoil section drag coefficient 
~c2 increment of airfoil section lift coefficient 
cha Frise aileron section hing~oment coefficient (~) \qCa2 
c 
slot-lip aileron section hinge-moment coefficient (h2i,\ 
qC 2 ) 
airfoil section angle of attack measured with respect to wing 
reference line, degrees (fig. 2) 
increment of airfoil section angle of attack, degrees 
chord of airfoil with movable surfaces neutral; measured parallel 
to wing reference line 
chord of Frise aileron measured parallel to wing reference line 
from hinge axis to airfoil trailing edge 
chord of slot-lip aileron measured parallel to wing reference 
line from hinge axis to aileron trailing edge 
chord of Frise aileron overhang measured parallel to wing 
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flap deflection with respect to wing reference line; 
positive when trailing edge is deflected downward, degrees 
Frise aileron deflection with respect to flap; positive when 
trailing edge is deflected downward, degrees 
3 
slot-lip aileron deflection with respect to wing reference line; 





Reynolds number based on airfoil chord 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
Frise aileron hinge moment per unit span; positive when 
trailing edge tends to deflect downward 
slot-lip aileron hinge moment per unit span; positive when 
trailing edge tends to deflect downward 
The 8ubscripts to the partial derivatives denote the variables held 
constant when the partial derivatives were taken. The derivatives were 
measured at zero angle of attack and at zero aileron deflection. 
MODELS 
The airfoils tested were of approximate 15.4-percent chord and 
l7.7-percent chord thickness and were of the NACA 7-series type (refer-
ence 2). Ordinates of the basic airfoils are given in tables I and II. 
The cusps near the trailing edge were removed by drawing straight lines 
from the trailing edge tangent to the airfoil contour. A photograph 
and profile sketches of the models showing the double slotted flap, 
straight-sided Frise aileronJand slot-lip aileron, hereinafter referred 
to as "flip," are presented in figures 1 and 2 • 
The arrangement and pertinent dimensions of the flap and control 
surfaces are shown in figure 3. The vane of the double slotted flap was 
fixed with respect to the remainder of the flap and the total flap rotated 
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as a unit about the hinge axis shown in figure 3. The over all length of 
the aileron remained constant and the percentage of overhang balance wi~h 
respect to the aileron chord behind its hinge axis was changed by changing 
the position of the hinge axis. Overhang balances of 35.1 percent 
and 40.8 percent of the aileron chord were tested with resulting aileron 
chords of 0 .150c and 0.144c, respectively. The angle of attack of the models 
was measured with respect to the wing reference line as shown in figure 2. 
The angle of attack during previous lift tests of the 0.154c thick airfoil 
with a double slotted flap, contour Frise aileron, and flip (reference 3) 
was measured with respect to a different reference line also indicated on 
figure 2. 
The models had chords of 24 inches measured parallel to the wing 
reference lines and were tested in an aerodynamically smooth condition. 
All slots were unsealed except for a few tests in which the aileron slot 
wae sealed with modeling clay. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The models were tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence 
pressure tunnel. A description of this tunnel and of the methods by which 
the lift and drag data were measured and corrected to free-air conditions 
is given in reference 4. Hinge moments of the Frise aileron and of the 
flip were measured with resistance-type electrical strain gages. The 
corrections to the hinge moments are very small (in the order of.0.003c1) 
and, therefore, were not applied. 
Drag measurements were made on both airfoils with all movable surfaces 
neutral and on the 0.177c thick airfoil with only the flap deflected. 
Lift, aileron hinge moment, and flip hinge moment 'were measured for both 
airfoils with the ailerons having overhang balances of either 0.351ca 
or 0.408ca . The measurements were obtained for a large range of deflection 
of flap, Frise aileron, and flip. The scope of the investigation is 
outlined in table III which may also be used as a figure index for the 
basic data. The basic lift and flip hinge-m.oment data obtained on the 
airfoils equipped with the aileron of larger balance are not presented 
inasmuch as these data are very similar to the data presented for the 
smaller aileron balance. 
During each test run, the deflections of the movable surfaces were 
held constant while the angle of attack waa varied in both an increasing 
and a decreasing direction. For some combinations of movable-eurface 
deflection a difference in lift or hinge-moment values existed at the same 
angle of attack. For these conditions arrows are drawn along the curves 
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The Reynolds number for all tests was approximately 6 X 106 and the 
Mach number was lesa than 0 013. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The basic data are presented in figures 4 to 14 and analysis curves 
are presented in figures 15 to 23. 
Lift Characteristics 
5 
The existence of sharp breaks in the lift curves of the 0.154c thick 
airfoil equipped with a true-contour aileron was indicated in reference 3 
for flap deflections of 500 and greater. For this investigation, therefore, 
the flap deflection of the 0~154c thick airfoil was limited to 400 • A few 
testa of the 00177c thick airfoil with a flap deflection of 500 indicated 
that sharp breaks in the lift curves and unsteady flow condit i ons also 
existed (fig. 4(i)). The remainder of the tests on the thicker airfoil, 
therefore, were limited also to a maximum flap deflection of 400 . 
The variations of maximum lift coefficient with flap deflection for 
the neutral aileron condition are presented in figure 15 for both airfoils 
tested and for the 0.154c thick airfoil with the true-contour aileron 
(reference 3). The change in the aileron profile from true to straight-
sided contour has no effect on the airfoil maximum lift coefficients at 
all the flap deflections tested. 
The rate of change of maximum lift coefficient wi th flap deflection 
for the 0.177c thick airfoil decreases through a range of flap deflection 
from approximately 200 to 250, and then increases when the flap is 
deflected more than 250 • A discontinuity also occurs near this range for 
the thinner airfoil. This discontinuity is probably caused by the lower-
surface skirt of the airfoil which blocks the flow of air through the 
slot between the flip and the vane of the double slotted flap at low flap 
deflections. When the flap deflection is large enough to permit better 
air flow conditions through this slot over the vane, the maximum lift is 
increased. A similar variation of maximum lift coefficient with flap 
deflection was shown by tests of a double-slotted-flap model with lower-
surface airfoil skirts of different lengths as reported in reference 50 
The maximum section lift coefficients of the 0.177c thick airfoil 
are lower than those of the thinner airfoil at flap deflections less than 
approximately 180 • At flap deflections greater than approximately 300, 
however, higher values of maximum section lift coefficients were obtained 
on the thicker airfoil. Values of maximum section lift coefficient 
of 2.92 and 2·85 were obtained on the 17 · 7-per cent and 15·4-percent thick 
airfoils, respectively, at a flap deflection of 400 with both ailerons 
neutral. 
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Aileron and Flip Lift Effectiveness 
The variations of section lift coefficient with aileron deflection 
and with flip deflection are presented in figures 16 and 17, respectively, 
for the airfoil at zero angle of attack. In order to facilitate an 
analysis of the aileron and flip lift effectiveness, values of the incre-
ment of section angle of attack required to maintain a constant lift 
coeff icient are plotted against aileron deflection in figure 18 for various 
flip deflections on both airfoils with the double slotted flap retracted 
and deflected 250 and 400 • The lift coefficient chosen at each flap 
deflection for this analysis corresponds to approximately the minimum value 
of maximum lift obtained throughout the range of deflection of the aileron 
and flip. 
At the double-elotted-flap deflections of 250 and 400 the Frise 
aileron was generally more effective for negative aileron deflections than 
for positive aileron deflections on both airfoils with flip neutral. At 
a flap deflection of 400 on the 15.4-percent-chord thick airfoil, the air 
flow over the aileron became unsteady and erratically stalled and unstalled 
at aileron deflections of 50 and greater (figs. 5(g), 5(h), 6, and 18(e)). 
The effect of sealing the aileron slot was investigated at a flap deflec-
tion of 400 , and the results are presented in figures 5(h), 6, and 18(f). 
Sealing the aileron slot precipitated aileron stall at aileron deflections 
of 100 and 150 with the flip neutral but tended to prevent the aileron 
stall at an aileron deflection of 50 with the flip neutral and at an 
aileron deflection of 100 with the flip deflected -30 • The data for the 
true-contour Friee aileron (reference 3) indicated that sealing the aileron 
slot also precipitated aileron stall at aileron deflections of 100 and 150 
with the flip neutral at flap deflections of 450 and 500. Fairing the 
aileron slot to the aileron contour, however, in addition to sealing the 
slot eliminated the aileron stall at flap, aileron, and flip deflections 
of 400,100, and 0 0 , respectively (figs. 6 and 18(-f)). 
The variation of flip effectiveness with flap deflection is shown by 
comparison of figures 18 and 19. With the flap retracted the flip is very 
ineffective in producing a change in angle of attack at a section lift 
coefficient of 0.4. A large increase in flip effectiveness occurs with 
increasing flap deflection with the result that at a flap deflection of 400 
the flip is more effective than the aileron. The flip is more effective 
on the 0.154c thick airfoil than on the 0.177c thick airfoil through the 
complete range of flip deflection at a flap deflection of 250 • With a 400 
deflection of the flap and with the aileron neutral the flip on the thinner 
airfoil is also more effective than the flip on the thicker airfoil only 
for flip deflections greater than -100 • 
Inasmuch as the change in angle of attack required to maintain a 
constant lift coefficient is a measure of the rolling effectiveness of a 
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the flip in combination with the aileron will most likely result in a 
rolling effectiveness at a flap deflection of 400 equal to or greater than 
the effectiveness of the aileron alone with the flap retracted. 
Ring~oment Characterisitcs 
A large quantity of basic hinge-moment data of the straight-sided 
Frise aileron and of the flip is presented as an aid in the design of 
similar complex control-aurface installations. The discussion of these 
data is restricted to the general trends of the hinge-moment parameters 
and hing~oment characteristics that are instrumental in determining the 
design of control surfaces and the lateral-control linkage systems. 
Frise aileron.- The variations of the straight-eided FriBe aileron 
section hing&-moment coefficient with aileron deflection are presented in 
figure 20 for flap deflections of 00 , 250 , and 400 • A summary of the basic 





table IV for a range of double Blotted flap and flip deflections. All 
values of ch and ch were determined at zero aileron deflection 
a_ ae ~o a 
and zero angle of attack. 
For the 1707-percent-thick airfoil with the double Blotted flap and 
flip neutral, an increase in aileron overhang balance chord from 0.351ca 
to 0.408ca increased positively the values of ch and ch ~ Rea 
from 0.0003 to 0.0008 and from-0.0034 to -0.0013, respectively. On the 
15.4-percent-thick airfoil, the valueB of ch and ch increased 
a~ ~a 
positively from -0.0013 to -0.0002 and from -0.0060 to -0.0037, respectively, 
with the increased aileron overhang balance. The increase in aileron over-
hang balance on both airfoils also increased the values of ch posi-
~a 
tively at double-slotted-flap deflection of 250 
neutral, but generally increased the values of 
and 400 with the flip 
ch negatively for the 
~o 
same double slotted flap and flip configurations. 
Deflection of the double slotted flap with flip neutral, generally 
resulted in a negative increase in ch and ch with maximum values 
~o ~a 
resulting at a flap deflection of 250 • At double-slotted-flap deflections 
of 250 and 400 , however, the values of ch and ch varied incon-
~ ~a 
sistently with flip deflection for all configurations investigated. 
I 
l 
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The effects of flip deflection on the neutral aileron hinge-mament 
characteristics at double-elotted-flap deflections of 250 and 400 are 
presented in figure 21 for both airfoils investigated. In general, low 
flip deflections appear to have little effect on the neutral aileron 
hinge-moment coefficients; however, an increase in the magnitude of the 
aileron hinge moments occurs at the high flip deflections. 
As mentioned in the discussion of the lift characteristics, the 
aileron stalled on the 15.4-percent-thick airfoil at a flap deflection 
of 400 and aileron deflections of 50 and greater. At these combinations of 
control-aurface deflection, values of the lift coefficient measured when 
the angle of attack was increased differed from those measured when the 
angle of attack was decreased. This hysteresis effect is caused by a 
change in air flow conditions through the various control-aurface slots 
when the airfoil is stalled. The irregular nature of the air flow is 
evidenced also in the aileron hinge moments which differ in value for 
increasing and decreasing angles of attack at the same control-aurface 
deflections. (See figs. 9(g), 9(h), 9(i), 10(e), and 10(f).) 
Flip.- The values of the flip hinge-moment coefficients are not con-
sidered to be as quantitatively accurate as the values of the Frise 
aileron hinge moments because of considerable difficulty experienced in 
eliminating friction from the flip strain-gage system. The flip hinge-
moment data, however, are believed to be sufficiently accurate quanti-
tatively to obtain indications of the order of magnitude of the flip 
control forces. 
The flip hinge-moment coefficients for several combinations of 
control-eurface deflection exhibited a hysteresis effect for increasing 
and decreasing angles of attack (figs. 11 and 12). Hysteresis loops were 
measured at some configurations for which a similar spread in lift or 
aileron hinge moments vas not measured. This result seems to indicate 
that the flip was very sensitive to small changes in air flow conditions 
over the airfoil that were not large enough to affect the airfoil lift or 
Frise aileron hinge momenta. Data not presented indicate, however, that 
if the angle of attack ia not increased to the airfoil stall the value of 
the flip hinge moment will be independent of the previous direction of 
change in angle of attack. The flip hinge-moment hysteresis loops that 
occurred during theae testa without a similar lift effect may not be 
serious, therefore, under actual flight conditions. 
Cross plots of the basic data showing the effect of aileron deflection 
and flip deflection on the flip hinge-moment coefficients are presented in 
figures 22 and 23, respectively. With the double slotted flap retracted, 
intermediate and large positive deflections of the Frise aileron cause an 
opening t~ndency of the slot-lip aileron which would add to the stick 
force if the flip vere connected in the linkage system. This opening 
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tendency at positive aileron deflectfons in addition to the POC1' lift 
effectiveness of the flip with the flaps up appear to warrant a control 
linkage system that would disengage the flip from the system when the 
flap is retracted. For both airfoils at a flap deflection of 250 and at 
an angle of attack of 00 , the flip has a closing tendency. For the 
0.177c thick airfoil, negative aileron deflections have no appreciable 
effect on the closing tendency of the flip, but reduce the closing 
tendency for the thinner airfoil. Positive aileron deflections increase 
the flip closing tendency on both airfoils. Variation of flip hinge 
moment with flip deflection was nonlinear (fig. 23). 
9 
Deflection of the double slotted flap from 250 to 400 decreases the 
closing tendency of the flip at all Frise aileron deflections at an angle 
of attack and flip deflection of 00 • Aileron deflection has very little 
effect on the flip hinge moments for both airfoils at a flap deflection 
of 400 • An opening tendency exists at intermediate flip deflections 
(fig. 23) from approximately _100 to -150 on the 17.7-percent-thick airfoil 
and from approximately -100 to -210 on the thirmer airfoil. Elimination 
of the opening tendency of the flip may be accomplished by modifYing the 
flip overhang balance. In a flight investigation of a slot-lip aileron 
on an airplane (reference 6), a spring was incorporated into the lateral-
control system to counteract an opening tendency of the slot-lip aileron. 
Drag Characteristics 
Profile drag characteristics of the 17.7-percent chord and 
15.4-percent chord thick airfoils are presented in figures 13 and 14, 
respectively. With all control surfaces neutral, the drag coefficients 
for the 17.7-percent thick airfoil were lower than the values for the 
15.4-percent thick airfoil at positive lift coefficients and greater 
than the values for the thinner airfoil at negative lift coefficients. 
The increase in section drag coefficient with flap deflection is shown 
in figure 13 for the 17.7-percent thick airfoil. 
CONCLUDJNG REMARKB 
Results have been presented of a two-dimensional wind-tunnel investi-
gation of two NACA 7-series type airfoils of 17.7-percent chord and 
15 .4-percent chord thickness, each equipped with a double slotted flap, 
slot-lip aileron (flip)~and trailing-edge Frise aileron wi th two amounts 
of aerodynamic overhang balance. Sharp breaks in the lift curves and 
irregular flow conditions occurred at a flap deflection of 500 which 
indicate the advisability of limiting deflection of the double slotted 
flap to 400 • At a flap deflection of 400 with both ailerons neut r al, 
values of maximum section lift coefficient of 2 .92 and 2 .85 wer e 
obtained on the 17.7-percent and 15.4-percent thick airfOils, r espectivel y . 
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The lift effectiveness of the flip increased with flap deflection and 
was greater than the Frise aileron 9ffectiveness at a flap deflection of 400 . 
With the flap retracted, the flip lift effectiveness was negligible 
and the flip hinge moments indicated an opening tendency at positive 
deflections of the Frise aileron. This combination of flip charaoteristics 
appears to warrant a lateral control linkage system that would disengage 
the flip from the system when the flap is retracted. 
With the flip neutral and with the flap retracted or deflected 250 
and 400 , the increase in Frise aileron overhang balance was effective in 
reducing the negative rate of change of aileron section hinge-m.oDl.~nt 
coefficient with aileron deflection ch • The increase in overhang 
~a 
balance, however, generally caused the rate of change of aileron section 
hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack ch to increase negatively 
a
CLa 
at flap deflections of 250 and 400 • The values of and ch were ~ 
largest at a flap deflection of 250 and varied inconsistently 
deflection for the deflected flap configurations. 
with flip 
The data presented indicate that a slot-lip aileron can be combined 
with a trailing-edge Frise aileron on a full-epan double slotted flap so as 
to provide satisfactory l ateral-control characteristics at large flap 
deflections on a wing having a profile of the NACA 7-eeriee type. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
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TABLE I.- ORDINATES FOR THE APPROXIMATELY 17.7-PERCENT-CHORD THICK 
NACA 7-SERIES-TYPE AIRFOIL 
[Stations and ordinates given in percent of airfoil chord 
measured along wing reference 1in~ 
Ordinate Ordinate 
Station Upper Lower 
surface surface 
Station Upper Lower 
lsurface surface 
0 2.599 2·599 
.1 3.312 1.996 
.25 R·75~ 1·713 
·5 .25 1.421 1 4.97~ 1.040 1. 75 g'l7 .634 2·5 • 19 .31 .
3.75 ~.292 - .121 . 
5 .OO~ -.487 
7·5 9·12 -1.115 10 9.286 -1.667 
12·5 10.6~2 -2.17~ 
15 11.1 6 -2.65 
17·5 11. ~89 -3.117 20 11. 82 -3.5~7 
22·5 12.0~9 
-R.9 0 25 12.1 9 - .385 
27·5 12.220 -4.7~ 30 12.1~r -5·1 32 .5 12.0 -5.~9 
35 11.884 -5· l2 l6· 5 11.64 -6.1 8 11.3~3 -6.442 
42·5 10·9 5 -6.714 
45 . 10·575 -6.960 
47.5 10.113 -7.180 
50 .. 9.605 -7.368 
52·5 ~.050 -7·512 
55 .~53 -7.616 57·5 7. 16 -7.650 60 7.J1~ -7.616 62.678 6·3 3 -7·486 
65 ~.700 -~.280 
67·5 .943 - .28~ 
70 4.171 -6.65 
72·5 3.391 -6.317 
75 2.606 -5.26~ 
~6·5 1.824 -5.61 1.050 -~.276 82.5 
'442 - .241 85 -. 3 -4.6 8 
87.5 -1.143 -4.374 
90 -1.7~b -4.139 92.5 -2·3 4 -3·950 















TABLE 11.- ORDINATES FOR THE APPROXIMATELY 15.4-PERCENT-CHORD THICK 
NACA 7-SERIES-TYPE AIRFOIL 
[Stations and ordinates given in percent o£ air£oi1 chord 
measured along wing reference line] 
Ordinate Ordinate 
Station Upper Lower Station Upper Lower 
surface sUl'face surface surface 
0 2.0~ 2.044 
.10 2·71 1.447 
.25 3. 1OK 1.141 
·50 4. 56 .840 1.00 .219 .455 
1. 75 4.951 .057 
2·50 5.538 
-.
25t 3·75 6.333 -.67 
5·0 6.969 -1.029 
7·5 ~:g~~ -1.631 10 -2.156 
12·5 9.1 6 -2.633 
15 9.~52 -3·077 
17·5 9. 24 -3.497 20 10.002 
-l·896 22·5 10.098 - .274 25 10.120 -4.63 
27·5 10.076 -4.973 
30 9.~72 -5·292 32.5 9. 11 -5.~20 35 9·598 -5. 66 I 
G6· 5 9·337 -6.121 • 9·033 -6.352 i 
42.5 8.690 -6.556 
45 8.313 -6.~31 
47.5 7·KO~ -6. 73 50 7. 6 -6.979 
52 .5 Z .004 -z .032 55 .514 :6 :~~t 57·5 6.00 60 4. 472 -6.615 62.5 
.323 -6.333 65 4. 59 -6.031 
67.5 3.783 -5 ·725 : 
70 3.197 -5.421 · 
72·5 2.602. 
-4· 12t 75 2.002 - .83 
~b·5 1.398 -4.559 .79~ -4.297 82.5 .19 -L~. 054 
85 
-·393 -3.8~4 87·5 
-·K6O -3.6 1 90 -1. 90 -3.4 4 I 
92 .5 -1·961 -3·372 
95 -2.358 -3.307 















Table 111.- Test program and figure index of data obtalned for each NACA 7-series-type airfol1 equipped With 
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(al 0.177c-thlck airfoil; ob = 0.351ca 
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]e ~e 7e 




4e _4c ikl. 
7e 7e 7e 




4e 4e 4c 
7t 7t 7t 
110 110 lla 
4e 4e 4c 
7f 7t 7t 
110 110 11a 
4e 4e 4e 4c 
7g 7g 7g 7g 
114 114 11e 11a 
4e 4e 40 
7g 711. 71t 
114 lId lla 
4-0 
15 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 
40 -.e ~t ~t 4r 4f 4f 
70 7h 7h 7h 7h 7h 7h 




44 4r 411: 411: 
74 71 71 71 
lIb lIe 1111: 1111: 
4t 4ft 4ft 
7.1 7.1 7.1 







lib. 4f 4" 
7k 7k 7k 




lib. lib. 4t 
71. 71. 71. 
111 111 lIt 
lib. lib. 4f 
71. 7t it 
111 llh i llf 
4h lib. 4t 
7m 7m 7m 
111 111 lU 
50 
15 -10 0 




























Table 111 .- Test program and f1 gure index - Cont1nued 
(b) 0 .15~o-th1ck a1rfo11; cb = 0.351ca 
I Sf 0 
." °a &~ '" -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
~ 5a '5a '5a '5a '5a '5a '5a 
































t denotes a1rfo11 11ft data 
a denotes a11eron h1nge-moment data 
f denotes fl1p h1nge_moment data 
10 15 20 
5a 5a 5a 
9a 9a 9a 
25 
-20 
-17 -loG -5 0 5 10 
5b 5b 5b 5b 5b 5b 51> 
9b 9b 9b 9b 9b 9b 9b 




5b 50 50 
90 90 90 
12a 12b 12b 
5d 5b 50 
94 94 9d 




5e 54 5b 
94 9d 94 
12c 120 12a 
58 5e 5d 5b 
ge ge ge 
12c 12c 12a 
5f 5e 5e '5b 
ge 99 99 ge 
12d 12d 12c 12a 
5f 5e '5b 
9f 9f 9f 
12d 12d 12a 
15 -15 -10 -5 
'5b 5g 5g 51>: 
9b 9" q" q" 



















































5 10 15 
511: <;" <;" 
q", q", q" 
12" 112h 12h 
<;h '5h '5h 
qh qh qh 

























I at 0 
a,,-aa 
~~ -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 
~ • • • • • • 
Table III.- Test program and figure index - Continued 
(0) 0.1770-thiok airfoil; ob = 0.4ogoa 
20 25 
5 10 15 20 0 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
10 15 -15 
• • • 






























denotes airfoil lift data 
denotes aileron hinge-moment data 
denotes f11p hinge-moment data 
denotes data not presented 







































• • • 
g" II" II. 










• • • 
IIIr ~It IIIr 
• • • 
• • • 
lip: lilt IIIr 
• • • 
• • 
lip: II .. 
• • 
5 10 15 
• • • 
, 
lie lie II. 
e • • 
• • • 
111' 111' 111' 
















I ar 0 
'" 5
a 
5 t I"- -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
t * * * * * * 




















denotes airfoil lift data 
a denotes aileron hinBe-moment data 
f denotes flip hinge- moment data 
* denotes data not presented 
Table 111.- Test program nnd figure index - Concluded 
(dl 0 .154c- thick airfoil ; cb = 0.406ca 
25 
10 15 20 -20 -15 -10 
-5 0 5 10 15 
* * * * • * * * * * • 
lOa lOa lOa lOb lOb : lOb I lOb I lOb lOb lOb lOb 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * 
100 100 100 
* * * 
* * * 
10c 100 10c 
* * * 
* * * 
10d 10d lOd 
* * * 
* * * * 
10d 10d ' 10d 
* * * 
* • * 
10d 10d IIOd 
* • * 
40 
-15 -10 -5 0 
* * * * 
lOA 10. 110 .. 10 .. 








110" ' 1O" 
* * 
* * * 
110" 110" 1 0" 
* * * 
* * * 
1l0h 110h 110h 
* * * 
* * * 
lOh lOh 10h 
* * 
5 10 15 
* * * 
lOA 110" : 1O .. 
* * * 
* * * 
lor lor lor 
















TABLE IV.- AILERON SECTION HINGE-MOMENT PARAMETERS MEASURED AT 0a = 0°, ao = 0° 
______ 0 0 
t ~ cb 0 0 -5 
0.35135ca -0.0013 -0.0028 -0.0026 
0.154c 
.4oS45ca -.0002 -.0025 -.0029 
·35135ca .0003 -. 0025 -.0031 
.177c 
.40845ca .00oS -.0034 ------
~Of 0 
t ~ cb 0 0 -5 
0.35135ca -0.0060 -0.0065 -0.0041 0.154c 
.40845ca -.0037 -.0037 -.0038 
.35135ca -.0034 -.0041 -.0043 
.177c 
.40845ca 







































-0.0018 -0.0013 -0.0019 
-.0026 -.0017 -.0025 
-.0016 -.0018 -.0016 







-.0024 -.0031 -.0041 





























--_·_ - _ __ _ _ _ 0 
Figure 1.- Photograph of the 24-inch chord approximately 15 .4-percent-chord thick 
NACA 7-series-type airfoil equipped with double slotted flap, trailing-edge 
















___ W_i_D_g_ re1'erence 1 ~n_e_JL-__ _ 
0.177c thick airfoil 
Model reference line 
(from reference 3) 
-r J ;4.81° 
t -- - Wing reference 
I . 0 .. 467c ;,,1 
Vane 
0.154c thick airfoil 
~ 
Figure 2.- Profile sketches of the NACA 7-series-type airfoils equipped with double slotted 
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Fl1PO~li:Og: ~iS 
_ [Flip reference line 




r--------- 0.203c -----__ ~ 
~----t---------- 0.250c -----------J 











Cot> C7. cal 








0.177c thick airfoil 
Flip hinge axis 




[Flip reference line 
Aileron slot 
L Wing reference line 
---_ .... 
-~------ ca -----------i 
~--------- 0.203c ----------~ 
~--+------------- 0.250c ---------------------~ 
f--------------l------------ O. 300c ----------------------------\ 










Station X Y 





0.154-c thick airfoil 
Aileron Aileron 
balance chord 











NACA RM No. L9B23 
0·720c 
Station 
..--_+-_ Flip hinge axis 
23 
__ ~~up 
C -- Flip reference line 
Flap hinge 






Aileron hinge axis J 
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Figure 4-.- Continued. 
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Figure 7·- Hinge- moment charaeteristics of a straight-sided Frise aileron on t he 
approximately 17 . 7-percent-chord thick NACA 7- series-type airfoil With double 
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Figure 9·- Hinge-moment oharaoteristics of a straight-sided Frise aileron on the 
15.4-percent-ohord thick NACA 7-series-type airfoil with double slotted flap and 
flip. Aileron balance, 0.351ca; R = 6 x 106 (approx.) . 
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ohord thick NACA 7-series-type airtoil with double slotted tlap and straight-sided 
Frise aileron. Ai l eron balance, 0.35loa; R = 6 x 106 (approx.) 
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Figure 12.- Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Drag characteristics of the approximately 17.7 percent-chord thick NACA 7-series-
type airfoil with double slotted flap, straight-sided Frise aileron, and flip. R = 6 x 106 
(approx.); &a = 00 , &t = 00 . 
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Figure 14.- Drag characteristics of the approximately 15.~ 
percent-chord thick NACA 7-series-type airfoil with double 
slotted flap, straight-aided Frise aileron, and flip. 
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Figure 15.- Maximum lift characteristics of the NACA 7-series-type 
airfoils with double slotted flap, straight-sided Frise aileron, 
and flip. R = 6 x 106 (approx.); 0a = 0°; 0L = 0°; 
Cb = O.4-0~ca . 
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Figure 16.- Variation of section lift characterietics with deflection of 
straight-sided Friee aileron on two NACA 7-eeries-type airfoils with 
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Figure 18.- Lift effectiveness of the straight-sided Frise ailerons and flips on the 
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Figure 19.- Continued. 
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Figure lS.- Continued. 
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Figure lS.- Concluded. 
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Figure 19.- Lift effectiveness of the flip on the NACA 7-series-
type airfoils with straight-sided Frise aileron and double 
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Figure 20.- Aileron hinge-moment charaoteristics of a s t raight-sided Frise 
aileron on two NACA 7-series-type airfoils with double slotted flap and 
flip. (10 = 0°; 0, = 0°; R = 6.0 x 106 (approx.). 
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Figure 22.- Effect of aileron defleotion on flip hinge-moment 
characteristics on two NACA 7-aeriea-type airfoils with double 
slotted flap and strai~ht-aided Friae aileron. ao = 00 ; 
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Figure 23·- Hinge-moment oharacteristics of a flip on two 
RACA 7-series-type airfOils with double slotted flap and 
straight-sided Frise aileron. no = 00; Os = 0°; 
R = 6.0 x 106 (approx.). 
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